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What are clinicians looking for when they have to 
choose an instrument to perform an osteotomy 

cut, whether it is for a bone augmentation, a harvest-
ing procedure, a biopsy, a sinus elevation, etc? Re-
spect of the tissues on the macro- and microscopic 
levels, low risk of damaging the neighboring delicate 
structures, and avoiding a detrimental impact of the 
cellular viability are certainly of primary importance, 
but there are also more immediate and practical fea-
tures that are of great significance and value for the 
comfort of both the patient and the operator. In this 
regard, the time of execution and noise produced by 
a device have to be taken into account together with 
the already-mentioned aspects, especially when com-
paring and choosing between the traditional instru-
ments used for osseous surgery and the relatively new 
devices available for such purpose.

The introduction of bone cutting devices based on 
piezoelectric technology has represented a major rev-
olution in oral surgery.1,2 Volkov and Shepeleva in 1974 
first described the “hard tissues cut by means of ultra-
sonic vibrations” as piezoelectric effect.3 In 1981, Aro 
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Purpose: This study was conducted to compare the bone cutting performance of the piezoelectric device 

with traditional drills in terms of cut execution time, environmental noise produced, surface morphology 

characteristics, and residual cell vitality of the bone samples. Materials and Methods: Two fresh pig 

jaws were obtained from a local slaughterhouse, and nine bone samples with a standard size (1 cm3) were 

harvested from each jaw: three using piezosurgery, three with a multiblade bur mounted on a surgical 

handpiece, and three with a diamond bur mounted on a high-speed handpiece, for a total of 18 samples. 

Two samples for each harvesting method were examined by scanning electron microscope (SEM), observing 

four surfaces per sample. For each surface observed, a count of the intertrabecular spaces was performed, 

and each space was evaluated as completely, partially, or unfilled by debris. Four samples per sampling 

method were examined by cell culture to evaluate residual cell vitality after cutting. The execution time of 

each osteotomy was measured with a stopwatch. The environmental noise was measured, at two different 

distances, with a phonometer. Results: At SEM analysis, piezosurgery osteotomies showed 66% of totally free 

intertrabecular spaces on the cutting surface, statistically significantly higher than those on the multiblade 

bur (33%) and diamond bur (12%) cutting surfaces (P < .0005). Bone samples harvested with piezosurgery 

also demonstrated faster cell proliferation. Finally, piezosurgery generated less environmental noise, though 

it required longer cutting time. Conclusion: Piezoelectric technology is a valid alternative to rotating burs for 

osteotomy, demonstrating higher bone cell viability and a precise and silent, though slower, cut. Int J Oral 
MaxIllOfac IMplants 2019;34:1070–1077. doi: 10.11607/jomi.7309
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et al4 described the applications of this technology in 
orthopedic surgery, and Horton et al5 in oral and max-
illofacial surgery.4,5 In the early 2000s, the use of piezo-
electric surgery in dentistry was further developed and 
standardized realizing appropriate devices dedicated 
to the specific purpose of bone surgery.2 Since its in-
troduction, piezoelectric technology in dentistry has 
highlighted innovative surgical-clinical features, prom-
ising to improve the quality of bone surgery.6–9 It has 
innovative features relative to its micrometric selec-
tive cut, which makes it relatively safe when working 
close to vital structures compared with the traditional 
instruments.10

This ex vivo study aims to compare the character-
istics of piezoelectric bone surgery with those of the 
traditional rotating instruments by analyzing the his-
tomorphometric, as well as chrono- and phonometric, 
parameters of the cut.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two pig jaws were obtained from a local slaughter-
house immediately after the slaughter of animals for 
food purposes. The samples were transported at a con-
trolled temperature, and the interventions described 
below were performed within 3 hours from the death 
of the animals.

Stage of Cutting
Once the operative field was set up, the jaws were 
washed with 0.2% chlorhexidine for 60 seconds. On 
both samples, a full-thickness mucosal incision was 
performed with a 15c scalpel blade in order to draw 
a square in the central lingual area of   the mandibu-
lar arch. This specific area was chosen because of its 
wide and flat shape, allowing for the harvesting of an 
adequate number of bone blocks equal in shape and 
size. Once the incision was completed, the soft tissue 
was removed in its entire thickness, leaving the cor-
tical bone exposed. Nine bone blocks (1 cm × 1 cm) 
were then harvested from each of the two mandibles. 
Of these nine samples, three were obtained with a 
coarse-grained diamond bur (100 μ) mounted on 
high speed; three with a multiblade cylindrical tung-
sten carbide bur mounted on a surgical handpiece; 
and three with a Piezosurgery (Piezosurgery 3, Mec-
tron) device using the OT7 insert, setting the work-
ing frequency to “cortical”; all harvesting procedures 
were performed under continuous irrigation. After 
outlining the osteotomies, the bone blocks were frac-
tured and excised with the help of an elevator. A total 
of 18 bone blocks were obtained, classified as shown 
in Fig 1. The samples were harvested at a distance 
of at least 5 mm from each other in order to avoid 

influences of the different cutting methods within the 
blocks. During each of the 18 harvesting procedures, 
the time necessary to perform the osteotomy cut was 
measured with a stopwatch, and the environmental 
noise pollution produced was measured with a pho-
nometer, positioning the sensor at the height of the 
operator’s ear and at a distance of 2 m from the oper-
ating field. In order to standardize the cutting phase, 
only one operator was in charge of it, thus avoiding 
variables relative to different degrees of ability and 
experience. Measurements were taken reducing the 
power of the aspirator, whose noise could have ex-
ceeded, in some cases, that of the cutting tools. Back-
ground noises were considered as irrelevant, as they 
were much less intense than those analyzed. Four 
samples for each harvesting method, two per man-
dible, were analyzed with cell culture; two samples 
for each harvesting method, one per mandible, were 
analyzed with scanning electron microscope (SEM) by 
an investigator blinded to the cutting method.

Cell Culture Analysis
Unless otherwise specified, all chemicals and reagents 
used in this study (cell-culture grade) were from Sigma 
Chemical.

Immediately after collection, four samples per 
group (Fig 1) were placed in sterile saline solution. The 
bone samples were thus inserted in individual wells 
of a 24-well tissue culture plate with 2 mL Dulbecco’s 
Modified Eagle’s Medium supplemented with 10% fe-
tal bovine serum, l-glutamine (2 mmol/L), sodium py-
ruvate (1 mmol/L), penicillin (50 IU/mL), streptomycin 
(0.05 mg/mL), amphotericin B (0.002 mg/mL), at 37°C 
in a 5% humidified CO2 atmosphere. 

Observations were performed under an optical mi-
croscope (magnification 5×, 10×, 20×) at a distance of 
24 hours and 96 hours determining the number of cells 
released from each sample by cell count; the investiga-
tor in charge of the cell evaluation was also blinded to 
the group allocation of each sample analyzed.

SEM Morphologic Analysis
Two different samples per group, for a total of six bone 
blocks, were stored in special containers with 4% buff-
ered formalin immediately after collection, then pre-
pared for SEM observation. Each of the 24 observed 
surfaces (4 for each of the 6 bone blocks) was analyzed 
at a magnification of 40×, 100×, and 200×. The total 
count of the medullary chambers (cancellous spaces) 
that was visible for each observed area was then sub-
divided into three categories: green color code, for 
chambers completely free of debris deriving from the 
cut; yellow color code for chambers partially occupied 
by debris; and red color code for chambers completely 
occupied by debris.
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Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of total medullary chambers per 
method was made using the one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) test, while the statistical analysis of the 
different degree of debris filling of the chambers (emp-
ty, partially filled, and totally filled) was made using 
one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). 
The level of significance was established at 5% (P = .05), 
and the analysis was carried out using statistic soft-
ware (SPSS version 24, IBM).

RESULTS

Stage of Cutting
During the execution of the osteotomies, the time needed 
to cut each sample was measured. The results collected 
(Fig 2) indicate a mean time of 3 minutes to obtain a bone 
block with the piezosurgery, 2 minutes, 55 seconds with 
the multiblade bur on a surgical handpiece, and 2 minutes, 
32 seconds with the diamond bur mounted on high speed.

The maximum values detected by the phonometer 
during the osteotomies (Fig 3) indicate, at the height 
and distance of the ear of the operator, 70.3 dB for the 
piezosurgery, and 84.1 dB and 84.3 dB for the multi-
blade and diamond-coated burs, respectively. At a dis-
tance of 2 m from the operating field, the maximum 
environmental noise values were 63.5 dB for the ultra-
sonic instruments, and 71.5 dB and 71.2 dB for the mul-
tiblade and diamond burs, respectively. 

Cell Culture Analysis
At 24 hours from the preparation of the cell cultures, 
each well containing a sample was observed under 
an optical microscope at a magnification of 5×, 10×, 
and 20×. In the samples from the multiblade group, it 
was not possible to appreciate any cellular presence. In 
the samples from the piezosurgery group, there were 
some cells attached to the bottom of the plate. There 
were not more than two in the field of view at a mag-
nification of 10×. In the diamond bur group, sample 
cells were present, in a number not exceeding one 

Fig 1  Diagram of the division of samples by 
method of sampling and by method of analysis. 
For the SEM analysis, four surfaces per sample 
were analyzed on six samples, for a total of 24 
statistical units.
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Fig 2  Bar graph of the mean times resulting from each cutting 
method.

Fig 3  Bar graph of the environmental noise produced, ex-
pressed in decibels, by each different instrument at the two 
determined distances.
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per visual field at 10×. The observation at 96 hours has 
shown the presence of some cells adhered to the bot-
tom of the plate for the multiblade group, in a num-
ber not greater than one per visual field at 10×. In the 
piezo group, more cells per visual field (up to three) 
appeared at 10× magnification. In the diamond group, 
there was an increase in the cell population up to two 
cells per visual field.

SEM Morphologic Analysis
Samples from the piezosurgery group showed a good 
cutting precision in the panoramic image at 40×. The 
cortical appeared smooth, while in the medullary por-
tion, the chambers of the spongiosa could be recog-
nized, which in some cases were occupied by debris 
deriving from the cut. At greater magnification, there 
was a noticeable cutting precision on the bone wall; 
the trabecular structure was always well recognizable 
even when debris was present.

The multiblade samples showed a cutting precision 
comparable to that described previously. The surface 

appeared very smooth both in the cortical and in the 
medullar portion. However, the trabecular structure 
was compromised even at 40× magnification. The re-
markable precision of the cut was accompanied by a 
flattening of the surface, in which the bone trabeculae 
were not maintained and the chambers of the spon-
giosa often appeared filled by the debris of the cut.

In bone preparations from the diamond bur group, 
the surface appeared more irregular and the amount 
of debris occupying the area of the spongiosa was 
drastically higher than the two previous groups exam-
ined. On some surfaces, the impression of the cutter 
on the bone wall was visible.

The bone surfaces resulting from the three different 
cutting methods, observed at SEM with three different 
magnifications (40×, 100×, 200×), are shown in Figs 4 
to 6.

The results of the medullary chamber count (Fig 7) 
highlighted a large difference between the three os-
teotomy methods examined. On the surfaces derived 
from ultrasonic cutting, it was possible to count 2,304 

Diamond

Fig 4  SEM image of the three different cutting surfaces at 40× magnification.

Multiblade Piezosurgery

Diamond

Fig 5  SEM image of the three different cutting surfaces at 100× magnification.

Multiblade Piezosurgery

Diamond

Fig 6  SEM image of the three different cutting surfaces at 200× magnification.

Multiblade Piezosurgery
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chambers, of which 1,512 (66%) were completely free 
of debris (green code), 672 (29%) partially occupied 
by debris (yellow code), and only 120 (5%) completely 
obstructed (red code). The surfaces of the samples be-
longing to the multiblade bur series showed a total of 
1,368 chambers, of which 456 (33%) were classified 
as green color code, 528 (39%) yellow, and 384 (28%) 
red. The examination of the samples of the diamond 
bur series, finally, showed 984 chambers in total, of 
which 120 (12%) were color code green, 384 (39%) yel-
low, and 480 (49%) red. An example of the analyzing 
method through color coding is given in Fig 8. Regard-
ing the total count of medullary chambers, there was 
a statistically significant difference between groups 
as determined by one-way ANOVA (F[2,21] = 59.122, 
P < .0005). A Tukey post hoc test revealed that the total 
number of chambers detected, regardless of the pres-
ence or not of debris, was statistically significantly dif-
ferent between all methods (P < .0005).

When considering the color-coding count based on 
the degree of filling of the medullary chambers, there 
was a statistically significant difference in degree of 
filling based on the cutting method used, F (6, 38) = 
27.90, P < .0005; Wilk’s Λ = 0.034, partial η2 = 0.815. 
When analyzing the between-subject effects, the cut-
ting method used had a statistically significant effect 
on both green (F [2, 21] = 132.59; P < .0005; partial 
η2 = 0.93), yellow (F [2, 21] = 61.86; P < .0005; par-
tial η2 = 0.86), and red chambers (F [2, 21] = 26.30; 
P < .0005; partial η2 = 0.76). The Tukey HSD post hoc 
test revealed that mean scores for “green” chambers 
were statistically significantly different between piezo-
surgery and multiblade bur (P < .0005), piezosurgery 
and diamond bur (P < .0005), and multiblade bur and 
diamond bur (P = .003). Mean “yellow” chamber scores 

were statistically significantly different between piezo-
surgery and multiblade bur (P < .0005), piezosurgery 
and diamond bur (P < .0005), and multiblade bur and 
diamond bur (P < .0005). Mean “red” chamber scores 
were also statistically significantly different between 
piezosurgery and multiblade bur (P < .0005) and piezo-
surgery and diamond bur (P < .0005), but not between 
multiblade bur and diamond bur (P = .173).

DISCUSSION

In this study, the cutting times of a bone block 
(1 cm × 1 cm) made with piezosurgery, with a multi-
blade bur mounted on a surgical handpiece, and with 
a diamond bur on high speed were compared. The 
time of incision and detachment of the flap was not 
considered, only the duration of the osteotomy start-
ing from the already-exposed cortical bone. Limited to 
these conditions, the results showed a faster execution 
time for the diamond bur. The limited number of sam-
ples included is justified by the fact that this has to be 
considered a preliminary report; also, an equal num-
ber of samples to those analyzed in this study had to 
be discarded for an intensive contamination that was 
not allowing for the cell vitality evaluation and which 
made necessary the use of 0.2% chlorhexidine prior to 
the cutting phase. Also, it is not easy to exactly calcu-
late the sample size when the study is so articulated 
and with several outcomes to be considered.

These results are in agreement with most of the data 
present in the literature about the duration of the ul-
trasonic osteotomies compared to the traditional ones 
performed with rotating burs. The majority of authors 
agree in reporting a longer duration for osteotomy 

Fig 8  SEM image showing how the color-coding method was 
applied to count the medullary chambers.

Fig 7  Bar graph of the total medullary chambers (intertrabecu-
lar spaces) detected on the surfaces after each different cut-
ting method and divided according to the degree of bone debris 
filling.
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performed with piezoelectric instruments in proce-
dures such as implant site preparation, removal of in-
cluded third molars, and osteotomies in general.11–13 
The longer cutting time of the piezosurgery should be 
taken into consideration in light of the fact that a lon-
ger contact of the piezosurgical insert with the bone 
surface can possibly cause an overheating of the bone 
itself with consequences on the bone vitality and risk 
of osteonecrosis.14

However, a few studies have also been reported in 
which there was no difference in the time necessary for 
the procedures.15–17 More rarely, a shorter execution 
time has been reported for the piezosurgical device.18

The dental operating room is exposed to high levels 
of environmental noise, making the progressive loss of 
hearing a possible occupational risk for dentists.16 The 
results collected in this study demonstrate lower en-
vironmental pollution during piezosurgical interven-
tions than those performed with rotating instruments, 
both at the operator’s ear and at a distance of 2 m. 
These results are in agreement with those reported by 
Chang et al,16 in which the sound sensor was placed at 
a distance of 15 cm from the noise source, closer than 
the real distance from the operator’s ear, which was 
used in the present study. One study in the literature 
compared piezosurgery to another conventional drill-
ing machine during the bone cut in pig jaws, conclud-
ing that piezosurgery implies no occupational risks 
of permanent hearing damage.19 In addition, the dis-
tance of 2 m was also analyzed to assess the occupa-
tional risk for the assisting staff in the operating room, 
giving the same results as per the 15-cm distance.

Some studies in the literature have used SEM ob-
servation in order to evaluate the morphology of bone 
samples obtained with different methods including 
piezosurgery. While Bauer and Romanos20 compared 
the osteotomies performed only with piezoelectric in-
struments from different manufacturers, Maurer et al11 
compared the surface of bone blocks obtained with 
piezoelectric instruments, rotating instruments, and 
reciprocating saws.11,20 These studies, as in the study 
reported here, have evaluated both the roughness of 
the surface and the visibility of the medullary cham-
bers filled or not with debris; in particular, Maurer et 
al,11 who compared piezosurgery with traditional in-
struments, obtained results that are similar to those 
presented here. However, in this study, not only the 
presence or not of debris or the degree of visibility 
of the medullary chamber were registered, but three 
different degrees of filling were provided: free from 
debris, partially filled, and totally filled. A limitation of 
the analysis of the filling of the medullary chambers is 
given by the fact that, in cases where the cut is not very 
precise, as occurs when diamond burs are used, many 
chambers can be so full that they can be misdetected 

and therefore not counted. However, a cutting surface 
free, or mostly free, from debris allows, in the clinical 
setting, facilitation of the passage of fluids inside the 
grafted bone block once placed on the recipient site, 
thus favoring a faster vascularization and possibly a 
better integration.21

The SEM morphologic analysis alone does not 
provide complete data regarding the cutting charac-
teristics of an osteotomy device, since a high surgical 
precision could be associated with high cell mortal-
ity, or vice versa. The association of the SEM analysis 
with the evaluation of the residual cell viability of the 
bone samples, on the other hand, allows a more in-
depth evaluation of the adequacy of an instrument 
whose ultimate goal is not only the incision of hard 
tissues, but also improving and favoring their healing 
processes. Few other studies in the literature have as-
sociated microscopic analysis and cell viability: Chiriac 
et al,22 after harvesting bone blocks with piezosurgery 
and rotary burs, has associated studies in cell culture 
with morphologic analysis but limited to the analy-
sis of the shape and size of particles under an optical 
microscope.22 Pekovits et al,23 on the other hand, has 
performed evaluations in cell culture side by side with 
those in SEM, but comparing piezosurgery with manu-
al scrapers only in the collection of bone chips.23 Both 
of the above studies show a similar residual cell viabil-
ity between piezosurgery and the alternative method-
ology compared.

The present study, limited to the number of samples 
studied and to the methods used, was aimed at compar-
ing the cell number with the morphologic parameters 
seen with the SEM, adding clinical evaluations during 
the cutting phase in order to provide a more complete 
description of the piezoelectric and rotary cutting tools. 
In this sense, the results shown indicate that a very pre-
cise and clean cut does not necessarily correspond to 
better healing, as demonstrated by the analysis of the 
osteotomies performed with the multiblade bur. In 
fact, the remarkable regularity of the bone surfaces cut 
with this method is associated with low residual cellular 
presence, as demonstrated by the cell culture results. 
This suggests that what really counts in the osteotomy 
phase is not so much the perfect macrogeometry of the 
surfaces but rather the maintenance of the physiologic 
microscopic anatomy, as demonstrated by the greater 
number of free medullary chambers in the piezoelectric 
cut compared with the multiblade bur cut, even though 
the precision was similar. 

The creation of a very smooth and regular wall 
(such as that produced by a multiblade bur) profound-
ly alters the trabecular geometry, thus negatively 
influencing cell viability, as demonstrated by the re-
ported results in which the wells containing the multi-
blade bur samples have found an evident delay in cell 
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proliferation. In fact, from the scans obtained during 
this study, it is possible to see how the superficial flat-
tening is associated with a high degree of filling of the 
medullary chambers with debris, a situation that hin-
ders the physiologic cellular function.

Then, looking at the superficial scans of the bone 
walls sectioned by diamond bur, a high degree of ir-
regularity can be observed; however, this is not the 
natural variety of shapes given by the trabeculation of 
bone marrow, but rather a profound alteration of this 
anatomy caused by the rough cutting action of the bur. 
The diamond granules tend to “knead” with the surface 
on which they work. These kinds of burs are suitable for 
highly hard and mineralized dental enamel, much less 
for bone marrow composed of an important percent-
age of nonmineralized organic tissue. The high amount 
of debris generated by this type of cut then occupies 
the totality of the medullary chambers. However, de-
spite a rather negative morphologic evaluation for the 
diamond bur, the culture test shows a discrete cellular 
reactivity, higher than that found for the multiblade 
cut. The reason for this higher cellular viability despite 
a rougher cut surface might be explained by the faster 
cutting action of the diamond bur compared with the 
multiblade bur, which probably, decreasing the con-
tact time between the instrument and the bone, re-
duces the possibility of bone overheating, which can 
be harmful for osteoblast vitality.24

The comparison of the traditional rotatory methods 
with the cut obtained from piezosurgery shows how 
the ultrasonic instrumentation is able to better respect 
the microscopic anatomy of the bone; the surface is 
not perfectly flat, but the three-dimensional trabecu-
lation is mostly maintained, the amount of debris oc-
cupying the chambers is limited, and the wall affected 
by the cut is overall clean. These considerations are 
confirmed in the cell culture analysis, where the piezo-
surgery bone samples demonstrated the highest cel-
lular reactivity after the osteotomy, and in the total 
number of medullary chambers, which is much higher 
than that in the other two groups. 

Regarding the medullary chamber counting, it was 
possible to observe 2,304 chambers in the piezosurgery 
series samples, more than double those of the diamond 
bur series and 40% more than the multiblade bur series, 
despite the total examined area being the same for the 
three different methods (approximately 8 cm2). Even 
before analyzing the results of the color coding, these 
numbers show once again how the piezoelectric in-
strumentation is more respectful of the bone anatomy 
since they allow the observation of a number of cham-
ber structures significantly higher per unit area.

Concerning the study of cell viability, it is important 
to make some considerations on the use of chlorhexi-
dine for the control of the bacterial load. The results 

of this study show how it is effective in controlling the 
bacterial load of the operative field. In fact, samples 
used in a pilot study performed immediately before 
this one have shown, from the first observation at 24 
hours, such a huge bacterial proliferation in the culture 
that any observation of cell viability was impossible. 
On the other hand, the samples in this study, coming 
from jaws washed with chlorhexidine 0.2% for 60 sec-
onds, were found to be free of any bacterial or mycotic 
colony in the 24-hour and 96-hour observations. The 
clinical implications of this analysis are interesting, as 
they suggest that a preliminary wash with chlorhexi-
dine 0.2% for 60 seconds for each patient who is go-
ing to undergo an oral surgery procedure may have a 
significant effect on the bacterial load present in the 
oral cavity, decreasing the risk of postoperative in-
fections as confirmed by other studies present in the 
literature.25,26

CONCLUSIONS

Although limited in the number of samples examined 
and the methods used, this study demonstrates how 
piezoelectric instruments provide a valid alternative to 
rotating burs in osseous surgery. They better preserve 
the microscopic anatomy of the bone, guaranteeing 
a high cutting precision without altering the natural 
trabeculation, as demonstrated by SEM scans; they 
ensure a higher cellular presence of the bone tissue 
affected by the osteotomy, and generate significantly 
lower noise pollution, reducing the discomfort for the 
patient and the occupational risks for the operator. 
However, there are no benefits on the duration of the 
osteotomies, which in fact prove to be longer in some 
cases when performed with piezosurgery rather than 
with rotating instruments.

Considering the limited sample size of this prelimi-
nary report, it can be concluded that there certainly 
might be some benefit toward the use of the piezosur-
gical technique, but more extensive results are needed 
in order to give an absolute indication exclusively in 
favor of one method over the other two. 
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